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Benoît Ipas
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Benoît Ipas, a French artist based in Toulouse, is an incredible creator who uses mainly composite. Playing with
wood and carbon properties, he has an impressive portfolio.
Today, far from the disproportion of production lines, he imagines and creates exceptional and unique
handmade parts. Picky, modern and refined, his furniture perfectly merge with contemporary interiors. The
artist also works on the design of personalized and original decorative objects.
Passionate and self-taught in woodworking and composite stratifier by trade, the artist combines the
manufacturing techniques of these two fields. Parts made only of wood, composite, or a combination of both
with a mix of wood and resin. The work can stretch to several months.
Elm/resin Table
This table is the largest of all Benoît Ipas's projects to date. The making of the tray starts with a very selective
choice of wood species. He chose a magnificent solid elm board, known for its properties similar to those of
oak, its very marked vinage, and also for its rarity. This unique table can be set in a wide variety of locations, from
an ultra-modern home to a luxurious wooden cottage.
Carbon chessboard
The structure is made of steel with a black gloss epoxy paint, the top is made of hybrid material wood/carbon
fiber. The white checkerboard has been drawn under the epoxy resin that covers the carbon fiber, which
gives a nice depth effect. The pawns are made of wood, covered with a glossy black or chrome paint and a
polyurethane varnish. All pawns have stainless steel washers as ballast. The table is signed in unique copy on
an aluminum plate engraved by laser with the name "Chess Game".
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Poker table "Black Ghost"
The structure of the top is made of a hybrid material that mixes wood and carbon fibre. The central play mat is
removable, made of wood covered with a fine foam to make it more pleasant to the touch and with Alcantara.
ten playing cards (Black Ghost model) are included in the epoxy resin that covers the carbon fiber. The outline
of the board is covered with foam and black leather with burgundy stitching reminiscent of the game mat.
There are six stainless steel cup holders for the six player slots. The table is uniquely signed on an aluminum plate
laser engraved with the name "Black Ghost".

